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Digital content professional with seven-plus years of experience. Skilled in social media engagement and 

management, content marketing and strategy, SEO, blog writing, long-form features, and more.  

 

Professional Experience  

4 Walls Inc./Respage 

Social Media Engagement & Content Marketing Specialist May 2017-Present 

  ‒   Maintain clients' online presence across social and reputation sites. 

  ‒   Write engaging posts for apartment communities' social pages that accompany a piece of trending 

and local content from around the web.  

  ‒   Produce reputation responses to apartment renters' reviews posted on social and reputation sites. 

 

Lodging Interactive 

Reputation Rep (Marketing Writer) April 2018-January 2020 

  ‒   Wrote blog posts and and SEO-optimized website articles for clients' websites aimed to invite 

readers to learn about a location, destination hot spots, hotel packages or hotel details. 

  ‒   Worked with general managers at 13 U.S.-based hotels to craft reputation responses to guests' 

reviews posted on Yelp, Expedia, TripAdvisor, Hotels.com, Travelocity, Google, Facebook, and more.  

 

Patient Pop 

Social Media Writer July 2018-July 2019 

  ‒   Created original, informative marketing content for provider social media accounts (Facebook, 

Twitter, Google+, Linkedin, and Instagram) on a variety of healthcare topics. 

  ‒   Produced social media marketing copy for healthcare providers based on online research from 

credible sources, editorial guidelines, and style guidelines. 

 

Duff & Phelps  

Digital Marketing Analyst November 2015-November 2016 (New York, NY) 

  ‒   Migrated webpages and assets from D&P’s corporate website to content management system 

(CMS) Percussion in an effort to increase traffic and engagement. Sanitized 6,000-plus web pages dating 

back 10 years. 

  ‒   Technical website maintenance: fixed heading tags, redirected internal links to our related content, 

edited and designed widgets, images, and pdfs for desktop and mobile. Performed weekly SEO audits 

and monitored our sitemap. 

  ‒   Worked with search engine optimization experts to identify and execute SEO updates that improved 

the rank of Duff & Phelps' webpages in Google search. Helped revamp firm's keyword strategy through 

daily SEO keyword research. Our organic search traffic increased by 25%. 

  ‒   Launched 17 Duff & Phelps country-specific web properties, including foreign language sites, to 

drive traffic and create business in these regions. 

 ‒   Strategized and conducted trainings on digital marketing ecosystem (CMS Percussion, SEO platform 

Brightedge, and social media) for D&P marketing colleagues. 

  ‒   Wrote new content and edited existing content for Duff & Phelps' main service pages and subservice 

pages, publications, and Wikipedia page. 
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Design & Trend  

Staff Writer February 2013-September 2015 (New York, NY)  

  ‒   Pitched, generated, and edited over 2,000 SEO-rich articles, including exclusive pieces. 

  ‒   Interviewed tech startups and reviewed their products for featured content.  

 

    Education  

Bachelor of Arts: Journalism, Michigan State University, 2012 
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